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To maximize the agility needed by a start-up like Prodigo Solutions, 
the company partnered with Expedient, a Premier VMware Cloud 
Provider Partner, to host its infrastructure on a VMware-based 
cloud. With a more reliable and rapidly scalable environment to 
offer clients, as well as accelerate its own product time to market, 
Prodigo has grown quickly. Today, Prodigo serves over 400 acute 
care hospitals and 5,000 non-acute care sites, including over 50 
percent of the top 15 U.S. News & World Report hospitals.

Prodigo Solutions, a leading technology provider, enables healthcare supply chain 
transformation by directing institutional buyers to the right item, from the right 
vendor, at the right price. Its services help hospitals and other healthcare providers 
improve procurement control, data accuracy, transaction automation, and spend 
visibility to maximize savings and overall profitability.

The Challenge
As a fast-growing start-up, Prodigo needed to make the most of its lean IT budget 
and staff. Originally dependent on an on-premises, hardware-based environment, 
augmented by a third-party data center, the IT team wanted to become more 
responsive to new product development needs and an increasing number of 
customer onboardings. Requisitioning and deploying additional hardware to 
meet each new demand required up to two months of work and stretched the 
company’s working capital. 

With clients requiring 24/7/365 support, Prodigo realized it needed a higher-
performance, more reliable infrastructure, including robust DR capabilities. The 
company wanted to quickly capitalize on growing word-of-mouth about its 
success helping healthcare providers drive down costs and improve profitability. 
With this in mind, Prodigo didn’t want to make new clients wait eight weeks to 
get started using its solutions.

INDUSTRY
HEALTHCARE

LOCATION
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 

KEY CHALLENGES 

• Slow onboarding of new customers

• Needed more robust disaster 
recovery (DR) capabilities for  
itself and clients

• New product and service 
development hindered by  
inelastic infrastructure

• Lean start-up IT staff and  
budget stretched thin 

SOLUTION

Prodigo partnered with Expedient, 
a Premier VMware Cloud Provider™ 
Partner, to host its infrastructure  
on a VMware-based cloud.
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BUSINESS BENEFITS

• Accelerated time for new customer 
onboarding from 6–8 weeks to  
2–10 days

• Boosted customer confidence with 
more reliable infrastructure and DR 
capabilities

• Optimized capital and staff  
resources with efficient cloud  
service partnership

• Expanded business opportunities 
to promote company growth

VMWARE FOOTPRINT

VMware Cloud Provider Program

PLATFORM

VMware Cloud™ infrastructure hosted 
by Expedient, a Premier VMware Cloud 
Provider Partner

The Solution
Prodigo decided to partner with Expedient, a Premier VMware Cloud Provider 
Partner, to host its infrastructure on a VMware-based cloud. Expedient, a cloud 
services and data center infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) provider, ranked as 
one of the top 10 managed services providers (MSP) worldwide on the Channel 
Futures MSP 501 list, with local operations in seven cities in the eastern, southern, 
and midwest U.S. 

“VMware delivers trustworthy cloud innovations that are invaluable to start-ups 
like ours. By leveraging that through Expedient, we get personalized, hands-on 
service with a local partner that has solid VMware experience, and who provides 
us with a turnkey solution at predictable costs,” said Tony Bollinger, operations 
manager, Prodigo Solutions.

The security and compliance benefits of Expedient and VMware solutions have 
earned the trust of many healthcare-related organizations, whether protecting 
patient health information (PHI) to ensure compliance with the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), or safeguarding financial information 
and other confidential data. The high availability and DR capabilities of the solution 
contribute additional data protection and business continuity value that Prodigo 
can pass along to its own clients. 

Business Results & Benefits
With a growing roster of healthcare providers for whom it helps manage over 
$20 billion in procurement transactions, Prodigo can now onboard most new 
clients in under two weeks. 

“Spinning up a new customer used to require six to eight weeks. Through the 
process improvements gained by running VMware with Expedient, we can now 
launch a new customer in five to 10 business days. In time-sensitive situations, 
it’s as little as two days,” said Bollinger.

The scalability of its cloud environment enables Prodigo to quickly start 
recognizing revenues from new clients, while keeping its own staff and 
infrastructure costs under control. “Expedient has the certifications and expertise 
our small IT team needs to solve any challenges we encounter,” Bollinger said.

The underlying VMware infrastructure provides the reliability and DR capabilities 
that both Prodigo and its clients need. This is critical for Prodigo’s expanding 
roster of high-profile clients, including over 30 percent of Gartner’s top hospital 
supply chain departments. 

“We now have the capability to fail over at a moment’s notice to keep our 
business, and our customers’ businesses, running. When our customers say that 
Prodigo’s software works so smoothly and is always available, that’s a proud 
moment,” said Bollinger.
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 “Infrastructure as a service 
through Expedient, underpinned 
by VMware cloud technologies, 
helps propel our innovation 
in new services and drives 
our company’s growth. Our 
partnership heralds a bright 
future for healthcare supply 
chain efficiency and safety.”

TONY BOLLINGER 
OPERATIONS MANAGER 
PRODIGO SOLUTIONS

Prodigo’s product development teams have relied on the flexible cloud 
infrastructure to expand the company’s business with four distinct offerings  
for managing vendor contract terms, driving internal compliance of purchasing 
preferred items, managing requisition and approval workflows, and automating 
transactions through an electronic data interchange (EDI). With dynamic IT 
resources available to quickly support promising new projects, Prodigo’s 
development and quality assurance (QA) efforts have been accelerated for  
a faster rollout of a myriad of enhancements, such as activity dashboards  
to help procurement managers better analyze vendor transactions to control 
supply costs.

Looking Ahead
With its strong foundation of solutions for cost savings, Prodigo has recently 
pursued opportunities to use those same solutions to help clients mitigate risk 
and improve patient care. Its ProdigoMarketplace will integrate alerts about 
product recalls into the requisition workflows and allow clinicians to more quickly 
identify functionally equivalent alternatives for patients.

“Infrastructure as a service through Expedient, underpinned by VMware cloud 
technologies, helps propel our innovation in new services and drives our company’s 
growth. Our partnership heralds a bright future for healthcare supply chain 
efficiency and safety,” said Bollinger.


